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. H~adlines in recent months have told the story of the thousands upon thousands 
of persons who have been fleeing into Berlin·. The pictures of the crowded rooms, the 
lost look on their faces, the people with their little bundles of possessions have an 
odd familiarity about them -- perhaps because they remind one of pictures of other 
refugees seen in recent years, pictures ·of DPs, Spanish war refugees, Chinese refu
gees, Arabs, Indians, and Moslem refugees, to name but a few, This century has per
haps all too aptly been called the. Century of the Homeless Man. 

"Hoffnungslos Beschaeftig," Reports from our field workers in Berlin tell a grim 
and almost unbelievable story of thousands of persons 

arriving week after week, of people being_ crowded into factories, school buildings, 
etc. The refugees themselves are, as one has aptly said, "Hoffnungslos Beschaeftig'' 
(hopelessly busy) going from bureau to bureau in order to get the proper and neces
sary papers for West Germany. Conditions are primitive; relief supplies are needed 
(and are being sent); but for most the real problems begin when they-arrive in West
ern Germany. _Then the problems of finding jobs, housing, schools for their children, 
establishing business contacts, finding land to rent, making new friends, present· 
themselves.· The German Government, from the Bonn level on down. to the local Kreis or· 
Gemeinde, has done an excellent job in providing basic·shelter and food, i:ri facilitat
ing movement, in guiding the individuals to and through the various official agencies. 

11Generations 11 of Refugees. At the same time practically all of our workers report a 
continuing and special concern that the "old1' refugees 

not be forgotten in the world's eagerness to help the new. One of the hard facts that 
must be realized is that, in addition to the new arrivals, there are still long
standing conditions of need among earlier refugees, Within eight short years there 
are already several "generations" of refugees in Germany and Austria. 

When one looks at the statistics over the years, it is nothing short of miracu
lous the way large numbers of. refugees have not only re-established themselves but 
have helped their fellow refugee.a, and in so doing have truly added to the productiv
ity of the German economy. A symptom of this astonishingly creative drive is that at 
the recent German Industry Fair there were exhibits of approximately 1,400 expellee 
enterprises representing many different industrial groups. But the continuous flow 
of newcomers means that for every step forward, a step backward also occurs. 

AFSC Continuing Concern. Many of our friends have written to us asking what AFSC is 
doing to meet this problem and what they can do to help 

these efforts. As many of you know, AFSC workers in the field have long been under 
the weight of the :problems of those persons who are refugees -- be they DPs of Eston
ian origin, Reichsdeutsche from Silesia, Volksdeutsche from Yugoslavia., "border
crossers" from Thuringia, "escapees" from Czechoslovakia, or ".Berlin" refugees from 
the East Zone of Germany. These are but a few of the many ways .in which refugees 
might be grouped. Their uprootedness and homelessness is something all have in com
mon, Because of when they came, where they came from, their ethnic origin, and why · 
they came, they are divided into different categories, Their different legal status 
affects to some extent what and how individual refugees can plan for tb.eir future. 
Many still long for their homelands and would return if they felt they could. At the 
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present time they must needs seek to solve their immediate problems in their present 
setting. 

In 1951 AFSC field workers in Germany and in Austria had developed several small 
special projects aimed at helping some of these persons reestablish themselves or 
helping to improve their lot in some modest way. All felt acutely (1) that the over
all burden was too great for the governments in Germany and Austria to carry entirely 
alone, (2) that however necessary certain pallil\l,tive measures are it is increasingly 
necessary to help these individuals work towar.ds solutions that will le!:1,d to fair-
ly permanent rehabilitation, and C3) that all such efforts would need to be carefu;t.
ly worked out so that the tensions and differences between the newcomers and their 
indigenous neighbors could be de.creased and· minimized. 

"After Seven Years: A Report on World War Two Refugees in Germany and Austria 
Today," by Clifford Maser, sums up many of the impressions, findings, and conclusions 
of AFSC field workers. 

REFUGEE SERVICES PROGRAM - GERMANY AND AUSTRIA 

Against this background of deep concern and familiarity, the AFSC. is now engaged 
in a somewhat broader·scale program of Refugee Services in Germany and Austria. This 
larger scale ·program is being coordinated with that of several other major welfare 
agencies by. the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Dr. van Reuven 
Goed.hart. The Ford Foundation has made available $3,000,000 to the UNHCR, of which 
AFSC is to be responsible for $300 ,ooo. The basic purpose is to "facilitate the find
ing of permanent solutions for the social and ec·onomic problems of these refugees." 

One of the basic premises ih developing this new program of refugee services was 
that, wherever possible, aid and support be given to well founded indigenous efforts , 
sharing standards and purposes similar to the AFSC. The extended program is thus 
rich in diversity -- in some cases A;F'SC units are carrying out small experimental 
projects directly, in others we have an advisory and cotu1selling relationship•to the 
local leaders. Projects being aided include: 

Student Employment Program - Germany. This project ·provides work opportunities with 
community agencies for refugee students who 

are selected on a basis of need by student groups at about 20 universities and tech
nical high schools. It is an opportunity to earn money to continue their education. 
At the same time it famil,iarizes them with local community problems. It also pro
vides extra staff assistance so badly needed by the agencies. The program in Germany 
is administ.ered by the Studentenwerk headquarters in Bonn, At present 50 students 
are employed in Berlin and a total of 315 in West Germany and Berlin; the program 
will be expanded through the summer vacations. 

Student Employment Program - Austria. Needy refugee students are given the oppor-
tunity to earn the money for financing their 

studies by working in community agencies during their vacations. F.ifty students tak~ 
part in this program under the administration of AFSC Austrian Mission. 

Home and Fami;i_y Life.Project - Hannover, Germany. A home buHding program.is initi-
ated by this ·project. It is car

ried out by the Arbeitsgemeirischaft Jugendsozialwerk Hannover with the objective of 
providing a decent·home environment for 32 refugee families. and approximately 1213 
homeless youth. AFSC provides r'or the. down-payment on the houses, wh.ich will enable 
es.ch of tJ:ie selected refugee families to obtain normal bank mortgages and state loans. 
Each family will take in 3 homeless refugee apprentices and one student and care for 
them as foster-parents during their apprenticeship and schooling. 
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Farm~ Project - Austria. This program, begun by AFSC in 1951, continues to ex-
pand. It helps refugee farmers resettle in Austria by 

making non-interest loans to them after they have located farms for rent and are able 
to make satisfactory arrangements with the owner. Loans to 56 families have been 
granted so far, averaging 17,000 Austrian Schillings each. 

Loan Project for Refugees in Professions, 
Trades and Small Industries- Austria. 

sions and trades but are prevented by lack 

A loan fund is being set up for refugee 
intellectuals and tradesmen who are now 
allowed to practice their former profes
of initial capital. 

Youth Rehabilitation, Vocational 
Training and Placement - Germany. 

Support is oeing given to a number of German or
ganizations and agencies which are training and 
helping to resettle wandering refugee youth. Most 

outstanding among these is the Jugendsozialwerk Tuebingen. This organization pro
vides homes for refugee youth from transient border camps either in one of their 27 
Jugendwohnheimen or in one of their "Landgruppen." This latter means that several 
boys are placed in individual farm homes in a village area. Staff counsellors help 
each of the boys to work out a plan for the future; apprenticeship or employment and 
adequate living arrangements. This help comes at a most important and decisive time 
in the lives of these young ~eople. 

DP Community Service - Southern Germany. The AFSC DP unit in the Munich area is now 
working in several of the German villages 

where former Schleissheim camp residents and other DPs have been moved. 'I'hey are 
assisting the foreign refugees who are living in large housing blocks, to make the 
adjustment from camp life, IRO security, and isolation into the normal life of the 
German corrnnunity. A kindergarten in Stettenhofen, where 20 DP youngsters and 20 
Germa:n children attend regularly is one of the first new projects aimed at bringing 
these new and somewhat-suspicious-of-each-other neighbors together. Parents' meetings 
and a sewing room for the mothers also provide a natural and functional neutral meet
ing ground. A small library for adults fulfills the same function in Karlsfeld. It 
is hoped that several other small projects can be begun in the near future. 

Land Oldenburg Refugee Resettlement - Germany. This AFSC project has recently helped 
in the job placement of 15 young men; 

plans are being worked out to help in placement of men and their families. A simple 
barracks in Oldenburg is being transformed into a small community center, where refu
gees from the outlying country areas can be "at home" and can have new contacts with 
the regular community. Kindergartens and tent camping for the young people also are 
part of an effort to help the refugees from these camps to reestablish themselves, to 
feel they belong and are a part of the normal community. 

These and similar projects can but help to supplement the larger efforts of the 
responsible governments. Much, much, has been done since the end,of the war. But 
much remains to be done. In Austria there is a refugee population of half a million. 
The excellent German Government publication herewith attached, "Some Facts About Ex
pellees in Germany - 1952" points up vividly the size of the problem still to be coped 
with in Germany. 
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